INFORMATION MEETING
[September 17th, 5:30 PM]
A Chartered Association of Odyssey of the Mind since 1983

www.coloradoodysey.org
What Is Odyssey of the Mind?
 An extra-curricular creative problem solving program for kids
 Teams choose one of 5 competitive problems or K-2 nd grade can choose a Primary Problem to solve
 In the process of solving their problem, children learn to think outside the box, work together to
develop creative solutions to broadly defined problems, and present their solution in an 8 minute
performance
What Are The Types Of Problems?
 There are 5 Competitive problems and 1 Primary problem issued every year. The synopsis for each
problem is on the reverse side of this sheet.
Who Can Participate?
 Each team consists of a maximum of 7 kids and are organized by age divisions
 Primary consists of Kindergarten – 2nd grade
 Division 1 consists of 5th graders or younger
 Division 2 consists of 6th – 8th graders
 Division 3 consists of 9th – 12th graders
How Much Does It Cost?
 A national membership to Odyssey of the Mind allows the school to field 1 team/problem/division plus
3 Primary teams and costs $135 (This will be paid by the school)
 A K-12 school could potentially have 18 teams and over 120 kids participating
 The tournament fee for each team is $75 for Div I-III & $50 for Primary (K-2)- your team needs to pay
this amount
What Are The Important Dates?
 Information Night: September 17th, 5:30 PM
Child Sign Up Due: By September 30, 2020
 Team Kick Off Night: TBD- Mid October
Coaches Training ½ Day: 11/9 or 11/16 AM or PM
 Judges Training ½ Day:
February
Regional Tournament (all day): March 2020
 State Tournament (all day): April
World Finals:
May 2020
What Is Required From Parents?
 Parent involvement is important as the program is completely run by volunteers
 Parents are encouraged to volunteer to coach. Don’t worry, no specials skills are needed, and Colorado
Odyssey provides training, mentoring, guidance and more!
 Each team is required to provide one judge and one volunteer for tournament day
 Judges must attend a half day judges training, usually held on a Saturday in February
Where Can I Learn More?


Websites: www.coloradoodyssey.org or www.odysseyofthemind.com



Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/coloradoodyssey

2019-2020 Long Term Problem Synopsis
Tentative as of April 22, 2019. All problems have an 8-minute time limit.

Problem 1: Longshot Solution

Divisions I, II & III
A group of “Longshots” believe a disastrous event that threatens the world is about to occur and must stop it.
Because no one takes them seriously, it is up to the Longshots to solve the problem. To succeed they must send
materials from all corners of the world using vehicles that overcome obstacles and travel simultaneously into and
out of a Reaction Area. As time counts down the Longshots will use the components, including baking soda, to
create a reaction that produces a very special effect and saves the day!

Problem 2: Net Working

Divisions I, II, III & IV
Computers, satellites, and servers work continuously to allow people from all over the world to network with each
other. These networks give us access to information including communications, messages, and videos. In this
problem, the networked devices are characters who work to keep the world connected. During the performance,
an image, a text message, an email and other information will be transmitted between locations in a team-made
system. Pop-up advertisements appear and a malware character will infect the network and take it offline. An antivirus hero comes to the rescue and team-made instruments will be used to present an original song that explains
their jobs.

Problem 3: Classics…The Effective Detective

Divisions I, II, III & IV
You will be introduced to one of the greatest detectives the world has ever known as they follow clues to uncover
the truth behind some of history’s real-world mysteries. The detective will investigate different types of
information, including a clue that is a “red herring” i.e. a distraction, and do intellectual battle with a supervillain
who wants the detective to fail. Sounds will ring out and settings will creatively change to set the scene and
highlight the action. The team will also be challenged to use the smallest space possible to store its solution.

Problem 4: Balsa Limbo

Divisions I, II, III & IV
Teams will build balsa wood structures that are created by adjusting its interconnected parts. When the parts are
not in the final form for weight testing, they must be able to pass under a limbo bar. Higher score will be awarded
for how low the bar is when the structure passes under it. However, the bar is not allowed to be lower than ½”! The
limbo bar test and maneuvering the structure for testing will take place during the performance time. Testing of the
structure will take place during a performance with a theme about dancing and movement.

Problem 5: Gibberish or Not

Divisions I, II, III & IV
Genius or not so smart, statements change from Gibberish at the start. Do the thoughts shine or miss the mark?
Masses think they’re being led out of the dark. A Champion arranges meetings with those in power, and gibberish
ideas bloom like a flower. The crowd replaces thoughts with wisdom, and a Child sees it is all just humdrum.
Misinterpreted over and again, twisted words fly in the end. Music blares and the celebration is wild, and
misunderstanding is accepted by the child. The performance will explain why the child does not reveal the truth
that what they believe is wisdom was really just gibberish.

Primary: The Fashion Bug

Grades K-2
The team’s problem is to create and present a humorous performance that includes a fashion show for insects. An
up-and-coming designer will be highlighted as a narrator describes the odd and curious fashions as they are
modeled. A team-created song, a commercial, and a critic who reviews the Fashion Show are all part of the
performance.

